
AP Macro Fun Set 2.3 -- Inflation + CPI Only  Name: ______________________________________

A. Practice CPI and inflation problems. SHOW YOUR WORK ON ALL PROBLEMS!

Based on the table above, do the following calculations. Show your work!
1. Calculate the cost of the market basket in each year.
2. Using year 1 as the base year, calculate the CPI for each year.
3. Using the change over time formula and the CPIs for each year, calculate the inflation rate from
year 1 to year 2.
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Good Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

1 lb of Apples $1.00 $2.00 $2.50

1 lb of Bananas $.25 $.50 $.75

1 Gallon Milk $1.75 $2.50 $2.75

Cost of Market
Basket (COMB)

Based on the table above, do the following calculations. Show your work!
1. Calculate the cost of the market basket in each year.
2. Using year 1 as the base year, calculate the CPI for each year.
3. Using the change over time formula and the CPIs for each year, calculate the inflation rate from
year 1 to year 2 and from year 2 to year 3.

B. Effects of inflation:
Identify which people are helped and which are hurt by inflation.
1. A man who lent out $500 to his friend in 1960 and gets paid back in 2018.
2. A tenant who is charged $850 rent each year.
3. An elderly couple living off fixed retirement payments of $2000 a month.
4. A man that borrowed $1,000 in 1995 and paid it back in 2014.
5. A woman who saved $500 in 1950 by putting it under her mattress.

C. GDP Deflator Practice  SHOW ALL YOUR WORK!
1. In an economy, Real GDP is $100 billion and the Nominal GDP is $150 billion.
Calculate the GDP deflator.

2. In an economy, Real GDP is $125 billion and the Nominal GDP is $150 billion.
Calculate the GDP deflator.
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3. In an economy, Real GDP for year 2002 is $200 billion and the GDP deflator 2002 is
120. Calculate the Nominal GDP for 2002.

4. In an economy, Nominal GDP for year 2005 is $60 billion and the GDP deflator 2005
is 120. Calculate the Real GDP for 2005.

Year Quantity

produced

Price

per

unit

Nominal

GDP

Real

GDP

GDP Deflator

(Year 3 is base

year)

Inflation

rate

1 10 $4

2 10 $5

3*
Base
year

15 $6

4 20 $8

5 25 $4
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D. Released AP Questions
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Released FRQs on inflation and CPI
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2008B #3
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